Nacho

Because it’s a Mexican gray wolf and nachos are a Mexican dish.

Declyn M
4th Grade
Ash or Emmly

i gust fell like it

Cat Begay
3rd Grade

Draco

I chose the name Draco because this word means dragon, and dragons are very powerful. It means he might be powerful and a leader of a pack when he gets older. I think Draco is a perfect name for a little wolf pup.

Michael M
3rd Grade

If girl Daisy and If boy Will

Daisy because its an outdoorsy name and its a good name for a wolf and Will because I think it would be a sweet yet outdoorsy name.

Julia F.
3rd Grade

Lucky

I chose the name Lucky because the gray wolves are almost extinct, and it's lucky that he or she is going to be born.

Jackie S.
3rd Grade

Taco

Because I love Taco Tuesday with my family.

Camila W
3rd Grade
Willow if it is a girl and Will if boy

i love the names

Reagan
3rd Grade

Zap

I think this name is for a male pup because when I think of a wolf pack I think of the male alpha as the strong powerful one. Zap is a powerful fast name but it will really fit any wolf.

Benjamin Paltzik
3rd Grade
Survivor

I chose it because wolves are strong and brave.

Dauwe Ellegala
3rd Grade
Name: Ana

Date: January 30th 2021

Sharp Bite

Why I chose this name? I chose this name because the pup will have a very sharp bite.

Ana
3rd Grade
Date: January 30th 2021,

Nawie

Sharp Bire.

Name of pup - Why I chose this name: I chose this home because the pup will have a very Sharp Ditto

Sharp Bite

Ana 3rd Grade
**Guarda Lupe**

Because it means to take of the wolf pup in Spanish and similar to Guadalupe

Aiden C
3rd Grade
Flow

FLOW is WOLF spelled backwards, and pups flow into wolfs.

Cooper Brown
3rd Grade
Alchemist

The name I choose for my pup name is Alchemist and this is why. Well first of all I just think Alchemist is a really cool name. It means someone who transforms things for the better today we recognize alchemy as a pseudoscience, and give chemistry its rightful place as a serious scientific field, but the two terms initially overlapped in meaning before separating in the 17th century, just as astrology astronomy did during the first period. I think that is just really cool. Alchemist also sounds really threatening. Therefore I think alchemist is a really good name.

George Gorlin
3rd Grade
I think _Adelmo_ is a good name for a wolf pup, because it means "strong and persistent", and wolves are strong and perseverant.

It is a great name because honors The Mexican Gray Wolf.

Adelmo

Mateo V.
3rd Grade
AFTERGLOW

Is the glow that remains after the light is gone. That good feeling that lingers. Mexican wolves make me feel afterglow.

Luke Straube

Aterglow
Luke Ryan Straube
3rd Grade
Bryant is the name I chose for my pup. I want his name to be Bryant because of Kobe Bryant. Kobe was so, so, so strong and I want to continue his amazing NBA legacy. Wolves are very strong pack hunters, but Kobe was a single hunter just looking for the rim. When I heard he died I didn’t really know who he was until I played with the all-time Lakers in 2K 20. He just went to the rim and absolutely JAMMED it in there!

Bryant

Mason M.
3rd Grade
A good name for a wolf is Coco. The reason why I chose this name is it's a good name for a playful pup. I also think that Coco stands out from all the other pups. I hope the pup grows up to be a healthy, happy wolf.

Coco
Hayes
3rd Grade
Diamonds are precious gems found in nature. In nature, they are not noticed instantly. They take time to grow into strong, highly valuable, sought after resources. We need to take time to invest in endangered species and realize their high value in this world before they are gone. What we value in the environment says a lot about us and the direction of our future. Let’s find as many natural gems as possible and let them shine.
NAME OF PUP: Gladia

Why I chose this name:
Gladia is short for Gladiator and Gladiator means big and strong. So I think it would be a great name for a female alpha.

Gladia

Vivienne Taylor
3rd Grade
Why I chose this name:
I chose the name Hunter for the pup because Mexican Gray Wolves are great hunters. I hope Hunter will lead its pack and be the best hunter.

Hunter

Leif Le
3rd Grade
Kahlúa

Why I chose this name is because it could be for a girl wolf or a boy wolf. And I think it's a great name for a Mexican Gray Wolf. Why? Because I looked at a pic. of a Mexican Gray Wolf and it looked like a Kahlúa.

Kahlúa

Arial Lonia'
3rd Grade
I chose the name "Kingster" because with wolves, the alpha male is really the king of the pack. I like the name "Kingster" because few animals prey on wolves which makes them almost like king predators of their territories. Also, Mexican gray wolves are very regal looking with their beautifully colored coats of gray, white, tan and copper.
I want to name my wolf Kobe. Kobe is one of the greatest basketball players of all time. When I heard he died I was so sad, so I want to continue his legacy. Some characteristics that Kobe has that is similar to a wolf is he can run fast, he is playful, and he can move swiftly. I think this is a good name. I hope you like it too.

Kobe

Tarek
3rd Grade
The name I chose is Kovu.

I want my pup’s name to be Kovu. I got the name Kovu from the Lion King II. Even though it came from a lion, I think it would be a good wolf name! I think Kovu is a very playful, adventurous, brave, and majestic name!!! I chose this name because I think it would fit a wolf pup with all that!!! I also think Kovu is a boy’s name. I hope Kovu is one of the few pup’s that gets set free!!! 🐺
NAME OF PUP: Lemon

Why I chose this name:
I chose this name because lemons are yellow and wolves were kicked out of Yellowstone. Yellow reminds me of lemons, that’s why I chose Lemon. I wanted a name that reminded me of yellow because yellow is in Yellowstone.

Lemon

Kate Waller
3rd Grade
I chose the name Lollipop because lollipops and wolf pups are both sweet.

Lollipop

Samantha W.
3rd Grade
I think Luna would be a nice and cute name for a little wolf pup. The wolf pup's name is great for a girl. I would like this for an Arctic wolf. This is a kind and lovable name. Luna also has a moon mark that shines at night time. Luna is the one and only wolf. I bet you will like her as much as I do.

Luna

Sevi K.
3rd Grade
NAME OF PUP  oro

Why I chose this name:
I think the name oro is a great name for a wolf pup because oro means gold in Spanish and it's a cute name. I chose this name because of the golden sun and I think that all animals are gifts from God and should be loved. And I think oro will be a fun, playful pup and that is why I chose the name oro.
My perfect wolf-pup name for the special wolf-pup contest is “Ozzy.” I selected this name because the name “Ozzy” reminds me of the word “fuzzy” and wolves’ coats (especially pups’ coats) are really soft, fluffy, and FUZZY. I ALSO chose this name because it is just so, so adorable.

Ozzy

Lucy M.
3rd Grade
Raul, because it is a spanish name and i like the name Raul.

Raul

Stella Adams
3rd Grade
Your Name: Rayne

NAME OF PUP: Ryan

Why I chose this name:
I chose the name Ryan because it could be a male or female name. Also from the book I read "Ways to make sunshine" by Renée Watson it said Ryan means King and I think this wolf pup would be a alpha because his/her would be King.

Ryan

Rayne Douglas
3rd Grade
Scout is the name I want the wolf pup to be. The reason the name is Scout is because he was my best friend ever. Wolves are very good at scouting the area before they hunt.

Scout

Pelé P.
3rd Grade
Name of pup: Sharp 'Bite

Why I chose this name: I chose this name because the pup will have a very Sharp Bite.

Ana
3rd Grade
My wolf name is SilverSoul. I chose this name because it sounds good and I heard it was popular. Also, save the wolves! It is important.
I want to name my wolf pup Willow. The reason is because it is an amazing name for a female wolf. It is a name that makes me think of the outdoors. I also have seen a movie where a wolf was named Willow. I think that it is a powerful name, just like a wolf.

Willow

Cassie Pondelik
3rd Grade
I would name my wolf Wizard. The reason why is because I want my wolf to bring joy and make great things happen. I want him/her to be the best they can be. He/her should be the leader of the pack.

Wizard

Jenna E.M.
3rd Grade
NAME OF PUP  Zenith

Why I chose this name:
I chose the name Zenith for my wolf pup because it is the best item in my favorite video-game. The name itself means "the very top" and is of English origin. I have high hopes for this wolf pup becoming an alpha wolf and I hope my name brings good fortune.

Zach Thomas
3rd Grade
I chose the name for the animal to be Dios because I thought it would be cool if it meant "god," and Dios means "god," so I thought it was almost exactly the same.
Hermano means brother. We are brothers. The wolf is our brother Wolf.

Harrison, Bennett, Luke, Straube

Hermano

The Straube Brothers
2nd and 4th Grade
I would like to name a wolf pup Isaac, because Isaac means "he laughs", and I would like for this wolf pup to be happy and healthy for his/her whole life.

Isaac

Ayhan Isaac Solouki
4th Grade
LIMERENCE

is love at first sight.
The complete devotion of yourself to another
being, that creates a spiritual image that captures
your heart, soul, and spirit and might last
until the end of your life.

— Bennett Straube

Limerence

Bennett Straube
4th Grade
In a sentence or two tell us why you chose this name? * I chose Loónah because luna means moon in Spanish. The contest is naming lobo pups which is Spanish for wolf. In Arizona we see lots of pictures of lobos howling at the moon. I think their howl is beautiful. Loónah is also a beautiful name.

Loónah

T.B.
4th Grade
Wolves, like a storm, should be wild and free. (plus, my dog is called Storm)
Hi my name is Pacey and I am in 4th grade and for my wolf pup name I chose was Wild. I thought that Wild was a good name for a wolf because I think that wolves deserve a chance to be wild and free. I was actually torn between two names which were, Free and Wilder. I couldn't decide just one so I thought about shortening Wilder and it turned into Wild. As if a lightning bolt struck my head I knew right away it was the name and that it was a winner. I also chose Wild because it is gender neutral and an easy name to remember. I thought Wild was the perfect name for an animal that is close to extinction. Wolves should have the freedom to be wild and the freedom to run anywhere their heart desires. I don't want these beautiful animals to have extinction. Not today, not tomorrow or the day after that, not for a whole million years! Wolves should be free to live without extinction and it's our job to help with that. if we keep them wild and we don't make homes, towns and other spaces that wolves live in we could keep them wild, keep them from extinction. If we just take one big step to keep wolves wild.

Wild

Pacey P.
4th Grade